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By MAUREEN SEABERQ
Collegian Science Writer

There is more than the Atlantic and accents separating
us from the British these days. Current exercise trends
are another difference in our cultures.

While Americans continue to participate in high-inten-
sity aerobic workouts, the English people’s newest fitness
craze is called Stretch.

Stretch is a combination of low-impact techniques,
including yoga and ballet. It also incorporates mental
disciplines like Feldenkrais and the Alexander technique
which develop self-image awareness, as well as posture
re-alignment.

. In an effort to bridge the difference between our
respective current trends, a British exercise physiologist,
Paulene Ashly, conducted an open workshop in the White
Building yesterday with the assistance of Penn State
instructor Sharon Warwick.

Ashly was visiting Penn State duringthe past 10 days to
find out what the fitness scene is hereand to find out what
our facilities are, as well as how we use them. Ashly said
she hoped to create some interest in Stretch here, while
learning more about aerobics.

During her visit, Ashly observed Penn State gym
classes. “The structure varies,” she said. “The aerobic
intensity is much greater in the U.S.”

“But you must back up all the contraction you’re
gettingwith stretching, for greaterflexibility and preven-
tion of injury,” Ashly said.

“One stretch class per week combined with aerobics
would be extremely beneficial,” she said. “It’s sad that
it’s not used more in the states it’s so good for your
body.” !

The benefits of Stretch include improvements to circu-
lation, stress release, and greater flexibility to help
prevent injuries, according to Ashly. Partici- pants also
improve their posture through increased awareness of
exercise positioning encouraged duringthe classes.

U.S. media coverage of aerobic injuries, combined with
an overabundance of untrained aerobic instructors in
Great Britain, has the British searching for alternatives
to aerobic exercise, said Ashly. The trend in aerobics
caught on while there but now people are afraid of it,
she said.''''

Many have turned to sports such as squash and cycling
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Brit brings Stretch to PSU
for the cardiovascular benefits. But there are eight times
as many Americans exercising, said Ashly. The Britishwould benefit from an organized aerobic program, she
said.

“In England, we have to be more disciplined. There is
more discipline in exercise in the United States,” saidAshly.

In America, however, a “more is better” attitude may
not be the answer to fitness either, said Ashly. Injuries
here and research indicating the benefits of lower-inten-sity work have caused some instructors here to re-eval-
uate exist- ing programs. Low-impact, or soft aerobics
incorporated into fitnessprograms involving four ormoreintense classes weekly are being used more now.

The addition of stretching classes would also be benefi-cial for students, said Ashly.
Stretch is to Great Britain right now what aerobics is to

the states, said Ashly.“l would like to see a positive
compromise between the two methods. Classes would be
safe and fun if done properly. I say let’s give it a try I ”

Sharon Warwick, the Penn State instructor assisting
the visitor in her workshop studied with Ashly in England.
Warwick currently incorporates soft aerobic work into
her classes and is open to the idea of stretching as an
additional necessity for fitness.

Warwick stated, “It’s almost as if each country is at an
extreme and we need to find a middle ground. My opinion
is that each approach is valid but weneed to incorpo-
rate the twofor a successful total program. The combina-
tion of the two aerobics and stretching is ideal.”

Approximately 25 women participated in the workshop
yesterday. During the workshop, the participants paired
to perform stretching and toning dynamics at the end of
the session.

Warwick and Ashly spotted the class as they exercised
to music. The women were encouraged to check their
postures in the large mirrors on the walls in room 133 in
White Building.

“Bend! Forward! Stretch! Down!” yelled Ashly, walk-
ing through the parallel lines of stretchers clad in leotards
and aerobic shoes who had gathered for the workshop.

After an hour-and-a-half, participants cooled down torelaxing music.
Erika Reed (sophomore-history) said at the close, “

I’ve tried this before. I preferhigher intensity, but Iwould
do this again. You feel good afterwards.”
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Earth-shattering
Ancient asteroid may have hit North America
By NAN CRYSTAL ARENS
Collegian Science Writer

study of fossil pollen and spores,”
Nichols said. Certain pollen are char-
acteristic of the Cretaceous, while
other forms are found only inyounger
rock layers.

ement iridium in a thin clay layer
that marks the boundary.

“They found the iridium concentra-
tion at precisely the same place as
the boundary (indicated by fossil
pollen and spores),” Nichols said.

The iridium layer, first discovered
in rocks formed under ocean waters,
was the key evidence that led Louis
and Walter Alverez to originally pro-
pose the asteroid impact theory. As-
teroid fragments that fall to earth as
meteorites have a higher concentra-
tion of the rare element than rocks of
the Earth’s crust.

An asteroid that struck the Earth 65
million years ago may have impacted
somewhere on the North American
continent, a geologist with the U.S.
Geological Survey said Tuesday.

Douglas J. Nichols, a geologist who
studies the fossil spores and pollen of
ancient plants, said a variety of evi-
dence points toward a major cata-
strophic event at the end of the
Cretaceous period 65 million years
ago. The Cretacous was the last peri-
od of the Mesozoic era, when dino-
saurs lived.

“Dinosaurs get a lot of attention in
the popular press, but when it comes
to paleontology, the plants tell the
story,” Nichols said. “Plants are at
the bottom of the food chain and they
are especially sensitive to the dark-
ness and cold of the impact winter
scenerio.”

“Characteristic Cretaceous (plant
pollen and spores) disappeared
abruptly at the boundary,” he added.

When studying rocks found imme-
diately above the boundary, Nichols
and his co-workers found that the
plant life was dominated by a few
varieties of ferns.

The iridium concentration in the
clay layer, found in more than 70 sites
worldwide, is more than 100times the
amount normaly found in the crust,
Nichols said.

Nichols spoke at a geosciences col-
loquium.

“I’m sure you’ve all heard the
theory that the Cretaceous and the
Mesozoic era came to an abrupt end
as thfe result of a visitor'from space,”
Nichols said. “We want to put togeth-
er a picture of what may have hap-
pened.”

“There’s a sudden dominance of
the assemblage by fern spores just
above the boundary,” Nichols said.
“And within a few centimeters above
the boundary, things return to rela-
tive normal in terms of the ratio of
pollen to (fern) spores.”

Geologists have also found tiny
grains of quartz and feldspar miner-
als that bear a peculiar series of
microscopic fractures, Nichols said.

Minerals with fractures like this,
caused by intense shock waves; are
found only in meteorite impact crat-
ers and at the sites of nuclear explo-
sions, Nichols said. The fractured
mineral grains were found at most of
the sites Nichols studied, suggesting
that they were blown out of the crater
by the force of the ancient impact.
This is strong evidence that the im-
pact occurred somewhere on North
America, he said.

Theories suggest that a large aster-
oid struck the Earth, throwing dust
into the upper atmosphere that
blocked out the sun and caused a cold
period called “impact winter.”

This means that for a brief time,
ferns took over the landscape, Nich-
ols said. Later, a more normal vari-
ety of plant life returned. “The
dominance of ferns, we believe, is the
reclamation of a devastated land-
scape by a pioneer species,” Nichols
said.

Nichols studied rocks from a series
of sites within a swath of country that
runs from Arizona to Alberta, Cana-
da. These rocks were all formed in
streams, rivers and swamps on the
continent, so their fossils record what
happened to land plants and animals,
he said.

Ferns were also the first plants to
return to volcanoes like Mount St.
Helens after an eruption destroys the
native vegetation.

One major stumbling block to the
theory is that geologists have not
found a large crater of the right age.

“We’ve got some candidates one
in lowa, that is conveniently covered
up by (rocks carried by Ice Age
glaciers) but nothing conclusive,”
Nichols said.

First, Nichols and his co-workers
had to locate the precise boundary
between the Cretaceous period and
Tertiary period that followed it.

“The boundary was located by the

But the change in plants is not the
only evidence boundary marker,
Nichols said. Geologists have discov-
ered a concentration of the rare el-

Gorilla adopts stillborn baby
MILWAUKEE (AP) A gorilla,

allowed to keep her stillborn off-
spring to help her learn maternal
behavior, cuddled the dead baby for
nearly a week and finally had to bp
anesthetized so that zookeepers could
take it away.

equipped for motherhood, Beehler
said.

consultation with the National Zoo,
which would have owned the baby if it
had survived, Beehler said.

After the stillbirth last Wednesday,
Femelle often held the dead baby
close to her and never left it very far
away.

Femelle, a member of an endan-
gered species, had been mated with a
lowland gorilla named Tanga as part
of a species survival program.

“At that time, the philosophy was
to immediately pull the babies from
the mothers and hand-raise them,”
he said. “The problem with that is
that these animals are social animals
and much of their behavior is
learned.”

“We felt she would abandon the
baby after a few days,” said Milwau-
kee County Zoo veterinarian Bruce
Beehler.

Afterseveral days, health consider-
ations prompted zookeepers to at-
tempt to exchange the dead baby for
food or toys.Because of the experience, Fem-

elle, a 230-pound lowland gorilla on
breeding loan from the National Zoo
in Washington, D.C., should be better

The decision to leave the stillborn
baby with the mother was made in

Efforts to mate Femelle and Tan-
ga, both of whom came from the wild,
will continue, the veterinarian said.
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Nominations for Penn State’s newest and grandest
teaching award are due by 5:00p.m. Monday in the
Alumni Office, 105 Old Main. Nominate the
greatest professor you ever had at Penn
State the one who has most influenced your life.
But do it today! Tomorrow’s too late.
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